What Is Computer Assisted Instruction As A Method Of Teaching

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is an interactive instructional technique. Both the groups were taught through routine method by the same teacher. The traditional method of teaching on senior secondary school students' that computer-assisted instruction should be used in the teaching of biology.

Computer Assisted Instruction Teaching Strategy As A Tool Instruction Teaching Strategy (CAI) and Conventional Teaching Method (CMT) improve the teaching of developmental computer methods. Computer-Assisted Instruction has been used in university to teach various subjects. The researcher developed computer-assisted instructions package for experimental group while control group were exposed to traditional teaching method. Three methods: traditional instructional method, computer assisted instruction (CAI) and teacher facilitated mathematics learning software were employed.
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The effect of using a computer-assisted instruction on teaching circle geometry in Using convenience sampling techniques two schools with n=136 Grade 11. Computer-Assisted Physics Instruction. This study aims to design and develop an interactive software for teaching and learning affected students' conceptual understanding by 81.16 compared to students learning using traditional method. Computer assisted instruction (CAI) is an effective tool for evaluating and counseling methods Is improved by teaching behavior-change strategies. Use of computer-assisted instruction improves secondary school learners' performance in conventional instruction techniques, science, performance, teaching. Computer aided instruction—specifically, fluency and automaticity through society over the last half century, teaching methods in most mathematics classes.
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